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1 IntrodutionThe 1990 deade experiened a new wave of mergers and aquisitions (M&A) whih was un-preedented in terms of its size, setoral overage, and number of ountries involved (UNCTAD,2000). Compared to previous phases of onsolidation, the ativity of M&A was also harater-ized by a dramati growth of ross-border operations.1 They represented on average one quarterof M&A transations, both in deal value and number. The return of merger operations sinethe years 2004 and 2005 ontinues to be distinguished by ross-border restruturing. This in-reasing role of foreign aquisitions in industrial globalization has raised some onerns for hostountries. Governments are most often septial towards foreign takeovers of domesti �rms,espeially when aquired domesti �rms are endowed with tehnologial assets. There exists afear that the innovative ativity of the aquired �rms will be redued and shifted away, therebydepriving the loal eonomy of strategi tehnologies and tehnologial spill-overs. The impatof foreign takeovers might be ruial given their importane and the plae of R&D as a soureof innovation, and more generally of ompetitiveness and eonomi growth.Motivated by this issue, we investigate empirially whether the aquisition of Frenh �rms byforeign ompanies a�ets their R&D behavior and if it does how. To the best of our knowledge,there are virtually no paper takling this question, with the exeption of Bertrand and Zuniga(2006). Bertrand and Zuniga investigate the impat of national and ross-border M&A on R&Dinvestments in OECD ountries from 1990 to 1999 at an industry level. They �nd that M&Aontributed to inrease R&D spending in some spei� industries only and that domesti and1Note that we will use indistintly the terms merger and aquisition along this paper.2



ross-border M&A might di�er in their impat. In partiular in medium-tehnology intensiveindustries, target �rms seem to have bene�ted from foreign take-overs.2 This present paper ex-tends this previous work using �rm-level data.Most of existing studies on the impat of M&A on R&D investment and tehnology per-formane do not distinguished ross-border M&A from domesti operations or only onsiderdomesti restruturing. Past works tend to onlude that M&A derease R&D investment ofmerging �rms (Hitt et al., 1991 and 1996; Ravensraft and Sherer, 1987). More reent studiesonverge to highlight more tehnology-pushing e�ets. At the �rm level, Hall (1999) �nd aninrease in R&D spending in the Amerian manufaturing industry over the period 1976-1995.Also, Hagedoorn and Duysters (2000) observe in the Amerian omputer industry that relatedM&A might lead to an improvement in �rm tehnologial performane. Arora et al. (2000) ometo similar onlusions in the Amerian hemial industry for the years 1987 to 1997.3 Besides,Capron (1999) and Cassiman et al. (2005) strive at identifying some orporate ontexts andpartner harateristis ontributing to the development of innovative ativity. Capron stressesthat rationalization and restruturing eonomies might enhane tehnial apabilities and thenstimulate R&D e�orts of merging �rms. Cassiman et al. show that merging �rms were less likelyto expand into new R&D �elds or leverage their tehnologial ompetenes aross produts andmarkets, when they were rivals in the produt market and endowed with market-related teh-nologies.The relationship between foreign aquisitions and R&D also matters with respet to the largeinrease in the overseas R&D of multinational �rms. A�liate R&D expenditures inreased by2Note that to our knowledge, studies on tehnologial determinants of ross-border M&A are also laking(Frey and Hussinger, 2006; Takehi, 2006).3See also Valentini (2004) and Ornaghi (2006) or Danzon et al. (2004) for investigations on mergers in thepharmaeutial industry. 3



more than 50 perent in the OECD area over the 1990s (UNCTAD, 2005). This inreasing inter-nationalization of R&D ativities might re�et a shift in the role of R&D abroad from primarilysupporting the loal prodution units and adjusting produts to the loal market to knowledgereation and souring.In this ontext, our ontributions to the industrial organization and R&D literature aretwofold. First, we analyze at the �rm-level the R&D ativity of target �rms before and after aforeign aquisition. Seond, we explore the impat of M&A on both the internal and externaldimensions of R&D. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the �rst to examine this question.Our study overs Frenh manufaturing ompanies over a long period going from 1994 to 2004.To evaluate the impat of take-overs, we apply appropriate di�erene-in-di�erene estimationtehniques assoiated to a mathing propensity sore proedure.4 We investigate if aquisitionsould in�uene the quantity and quality of R&D inputs and outputs. We also wonder whetherthey modify R&D linkages between target �rms and the loal eonomy through the deisions ofR&D outsouring and the �naning of R&D from external partners. From the point of view ofthe host ountry development, what matters is not only the performane of the target �rm butalso the intensity of its linkages with the loal eonomy. As an unique opportunity to redesign theorganizational �rm boundary, foreign aquisitions might a�et the national innovation systemof host ountries and loal knowledge spill-overs from and to target �rms. We �nally test therobustness of our �ndings by deomposing our sample aording the level of tehnology intensityor the ountry origin of the aquiror. We also ompare foreign aquisitions to domesti opera-tions. The poliy of national hampion tends to enourage mergers between domesti �rms andto stritly ontrol foreign take-overs. Beyond arguments of national seurity and sovereignty,4As explained later, the mathing method reates the missing ounterfatual of a merging partner had it notbeen involved in the aquisition proess. The di�erene-in-di�erene estimation methodology then enables toisolate hanges due to the M&A event only. 4



the objetive of this disriminatory poliy is to foster loal innovation and improve the ompet-itiveness of domesti ompanies on global markets.We ome to the onlusion that foreign aquisitions do not seem to be harmful to the re-searh ativity of the loal target �rm or the national innovation system of the host ountry.On the ontrary, we �rst observe a positive long-run impat on R&D inputs. Aquisitions arefollowed by an inrease in R&D expenditures and the skilled-intensity of R&D sta�. In addition,they do not modify the share of basi R&D and therefore the R&D horizon as expeted usually.Besides, in high-tehnology intensive setors, we detet a positive impat on innovative output,measured by the number of patents. In addition, while exploring the extent and the type ofrelationship between the target �rm and its researh environment, two main results stand out:after its aquisition, foreign partners �nane more the R&D ativity of the target �rm. Its R&Dis also more ontrated out to loal publi laboratories and universities. These main �ndingswhih are robust aross setors and the ountry origin of the buyer suggest that e�ieny gainsould be predominant over market power motives and that international mergers are driven bytehnology souring and overseas R&D development. Buyers aess new R&D apabilities from�rm knowledge assets and ountry environment that they strengthen and develop further. Inontrast, domesti aquisitions appear to be led by defensive motivations and the seek of mar-ket power or followed by a redeployment of R&D resoures from the target �rm to the parentompany.The artile proeeds as follows: setion 2 presents the literature review and setion 3 desribesdata. Setion 4 reports the eonometri model, while setion 5 disusses empirial �ndings.Conlusions are drawn in the last setion.
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2 Theoretial BakgroundThe theoretial literature examining the relationship between mergers and R&D presents miti-gated �ndings. It usually identi�es two main hannels through whih M&A might alter R&D:anti-ompetitive e�ets and e�ieny gains, the latter being oneived in their broadest meaning.On the one hand, M&A ould enhane R&D e�ieny, pushing �rms to develop their innovativeapabilities. The spreading of �xed osts over more output inreases the inentive to invest inR&D and leads to a rise in the sale of investments. Some more promising and ostly R&Dprograms are likely to be launhed; the Shumpeterian literature traditionally stresses e�ienygains in R&D due to market onentration and �rm size.5 In addition, M&A might serve asa means of di�using knowledge aross researh units. The omplementarity of tehnology as-sets and knowledge of merging partners ould improve R&D e�ieny, one more making theminrease their R&D expenditures. M&A also internalize R&D externalities among �rms; R&Dinvestment is inreasing in the level of spillovers when �rms ooperate (Katz, 1986; D'Aspremontand Jaquemin, 1988). More generally, M&A enable merging �rms to realloate and reorganizetheir R&D e�orts among their di�erent researh entres; they o�er them the opportunity torede�ne their R&D programs, then deiding to speialize in some tehnologial �elds, divestor outsoure in others. Finally, M&A allow them to rethink their relationship with the di�er-ent R&D institutes with whom they ould ollaborate. On the other hand, the elimination ofR&D ompetition might generate the reverse e�et; a derease in tehnology ompetition mightredue the inentives to innovate (Kamien and Shwartz, 1982; Reinganum, 1983). Similarly,greater market power in goods markets tends to disourage merging �rms from spending onR&D ativities.6 Furthermore, M&A ould allow �rms to save dupliated input goods in terms5Finaning of R&D investment ould be failitated if internal �naning beome more abundant and the aessto �nanial markets easier as a result of the merger.6In addition to unilateral antiompetitive e�ets, M&A are also likely to failitate ollusion among ompeting�rms. 6



of personnel or equipment. It might enhane the e�ieny of the R&D proess, but also reduesthe level of R&D spending in the short run.7 Besides, M&A are likely to be aompanied bylarger bureauray osts (Hannan and Freeman, 1984). Larger �rms ould be onfronted withlonger delays and higher osts of information transmission or for instane a lower apaity toattrat high-skill researhers (Zenger, 1994). If M&A generate organizational problems and in-ternal on�its, merging �rms might also be unable to ahieve planned e�ieny gains (Caves,1989). Finally, M&A might divert the attention and e�orts of managers, as well as �nanialresoures, from innovation.These main e�ets are not partiularly spei� to domesti aquisitions only. There ould alsobe prevalent with ross-border M&A. At this point, it is important to point out that the theoret-ial and empirial literature has still little to say about ross-border mergers and their distinte�ets as ompared to domesti operations. The literature on international aquisitions is stillin the infant stage. It is unfortunately beyond the sope of this paper to elaborate a formalizedmodel examining the impat of domesti and international mergers on all external and internaldimensions of innovation. However, it ould be expeted that the extent of gains or osts relatedto ross-border mergers di�er. In omparison to purely domesti mergers, they ould bring highere�ieny gains. Indeed, they might represent a stronger soure of omplementarities, reating alarger one-way or two-way di�usion of know-how within the �rm. Merging partners are indeedmore likely to be di�erent in terms of tehnologial harateristis when initially being loatedin distint ountries.8 On the other hand, ross-border M&A might entail higher organizationalosts of �rm integration. Cultural and geographial distane, in addition to distint orporateultures, might ertainly hamper tehnology transfer by making ommuniation, assimilation7Asset rationalization ould be more important when �rms are in the same tehnology �eld and are lose rivalsin the produt market (Cassiman et al., 2005).8Sine the eonomi ontext shapes �rm innovation apabilities, the heterogeneity of merging �rms mightre�et ountry disparities in terms of apital and labor endowment, judiial and institutional environment, et.7



and appliation of new knowledge more di�ult (Kogut and Zander, 1992). Certainly, organi-zational hanges are also more di�ult to implement for ross-border M&A than for domestioperations. This ould be ampli�ed by the fat that foreign buyers are less well-informed ontarget harateristis than domesti buyers (Gioia and Thomson, 2004). Moreover, ross-borderM&A are likely to be assoiated with lower R&D dupliations if tehnology assets are less sub-stitutable. Regarding anti-ompetition e�ets, these are probably more important for domestiM&A. They are more likely to predominate and have a negative e�et on R&D, sine there wasa more diret ompetition between merging �rms.9Therefore, there is no lear-ut predition as to whether tehnology-pushing e�ets arestronger (or lower) for ross-border M&A. Empirial investigations ould help to give someguidane. Furthermore, even if a ross-border merger inreases the joint-R&D investment ofmerging �rms, buyer and target �rms might not bene�t equally from M&A gains. This wouldbe the ase if there is a unilateral resoure redeployment from target �rms to buyers, or the otherway round (Capron et al., 1998). If the tehnologial knowledge of merging partners is substi-tutable and merging �rms are searhing for sale eonomies in R&D ativities, only one mergingpartner ould take advantage of gains in R&D e�ieny.10 Also, the foreign buyer ould deideto entralize R&D in its home ountry to avoid tehnologies from being dissipated and ostly du-pliated measures of knowledge protetion. Moreover, tehnologial motives behind ross-borderM&A are of importane. Firms ould go abroad not only to exploit its tehnology apabilitiesand knowledge assets, but also to aess and soure foreign tehnology (Kuemmerle, 1999).119Geographial proximity by removing some barriers to trade reinfores ompetition and thus, the inentivesto merge for anti-ompetition purposes (see the spatial eonomis literature as e.g. Levy and Reitzes, 1992).Nevertheless, ontrary to domesti operations, ross-border M&A might failitate ollusive priing behaviouraross markets by inreasing multi-market ontats among �rms (Bernheim and Whinston, 1990).10External tehnology and internal R&D e�orts might be omplementary or not aording to di�erent fatorssuh as the �rm ability to appropriate innovation and knowledge �ows, their size and R&D orientation, et.(Cassiman and Veugelers, 1999 and 2003).11The literature on multinational �rms explores the omplex relation between R&D and foreign diret invest-8



3 Data DesriptionM&A overed by our empirial study ourred during the �fth wave from 1995 to 2001. Theyare identi�ed from the Frenh LiFi database (Enquêtes Liaison Finanière). This database indi-ates the ownership struture of �rms of more than 500 employees loated in Frane. Data areolleted eah year by the Frenh ministry of industry (SESSI). For the purpose of our study,we examine a spei� subset of aquisitions in manufaturing industry. First, we keep majorityM&A only. By doing it, we are more ertain that there exists a long-term strategi relationshipbetween aquirors and target �rms. Seond, we want to apture the impat of a single aquisi-tion on target �rms and to avoid onfounding e�ets from multiple events. We thereby removeall �rms whih were aquired several times and those whih were both a target and a buyer overthe given period. Finally, we need to evaluate the e�ets of take-overs omprehensive informa-tion on target �rm harateristis at least one year before and three years after the aquisition.Innovation ativity very ertainly takes time to be reorganized and reon�gured by their newowners. Eventually, our sample inludes 123 ross-border M&A after the seletion proess (seethe next setion). This number is satisfatory as regards to our sample seletion method and tothe sample size of previous aounting-data studies.Furthermore, we stress the following points. First, our sample does not omprise mergeroperations where the buyer fully integrates the assets of the target �rm. We stritly analyze a-quisition strategies: the buyer takes the ontrol of the target �rm but keep it going as a separateentity.12 Seond, the great majority of M&A in our sample are horizontal (around 85%). Hor-izontal M&A are de�ned as operations between �rms within the same industry at a 4-digitment (e.g. Petit and Sanna-Randaio, 2000; Norbäk, 2001). See also a new theoretial literature in tradeseparating FDI into green�eld investments and international aquisitions (Noke and Yeaple, 2006; Norbäk andPersson, 2006).12In general, ross-border aquisitions strongly predominated over mergers in the 1990's (UNCTAD, 2000).Mergers represented less than 3% of M&A in number. Most of them onsisted in friendly operations.9



level. Finally, it seems that none of these aquisitions involved a state-owned ompany. The vari-able providing information on the publi status of the �rm however ontains a signi�ant shareof missing values. The setor omposition of target �rms and the e�etive date of aquisitionsare desribed by the table 3 and 4 respetively in appendix B. The ountry origin of buyer �rmsis provided by table 5.This LiFi database is oupled with two other �rm-level datasets alled EAE and R&D enquiry.These two ensuses are also undertaken eah year by the Frenh ministry of industry. They giveinformation on general and innovative harateristis of �rms from 1994 to 2004 (see table 6 inappendix for some desriptive statistis). All monetary variables ontained in these databasesare expressed in Frenh urreny (in thousands of frans) and are de�ated using 1995 pries asa benhmark. More preisely, the EAE database inludes aounting information on produtiveinputs and outputs of individual �rms. The R&D database provides very rih details on theR&D ativity of Frenh �rms. It displays both the internal and external dimension of researhativity. We however limit our study to the analysis of several variables. The �rst series ofvariables broadly depits the quantity and quality of R&D inputs and outputs:
• Total R&D expenditures (variable denoted RD Exp): it orresponds to the sum of externaland internal R&D spending.
• Share of basi R&D (variable RD Basi): it is equal to basi R&D expenditures dividedby internal R&D expenditures. Basi researh advanes sienti� knowledge without im-mediate ommerial objetive. It ontributes to �rm researh apabilities and absorptiveapaity on the long run.
• Average wage of the researh team (variable RD Skill): it is alulated as total wages ofR&D workers divided by their number. It gives indiation on the skill-intensity of R&D10



labor fore employed in the innovative proess.
• Total number of patents (variable Patent): this variable that is supposed to re�et theoutput of R&D is used with parsimony beause of data restraint. Patents are reordedonly from the year 1999, whih preludes us from assessing long-term e�ets for a largesample of aquisitions.The rest of the variables exhibits the in�ows and out�ows of R&D resoures between the�rm R&D laboratory and its eonomi environment:
• Share of R&D expenditures �naned by external partners (variable RD Fin): it representsthe sum of external private and publi fund divided by total R&D expenditures. Thisvariable desribes the share of R&D that is �naned either by the parent ompany orby other private ompanies and publi institutes in Frane and abroad. It ould onsistin subsidies from State or �nanial transfers from the foreign parent ompany withoutompensation. It ould also take the form of ontrats and the delegation of a researhprojet to the �rm researh entre. Note that we take into aount intra-�rm �ows fromparent ompany beause we are fousing on the national innovation system of the hostountry and its total �nanial resoures �ows from abroad.13
• Share of R&D expenditures �naned by Frenh publi fund (variable RD Fin-Publi): itis equal to Frenh publi fund divided by total R&D expenditures.
• Share of R&D expenditures �naned by foreign fund (variable RD Fin-Foreign): it orre-sponds to foreign fund divided by total R&D expenditures.
• Share of R&D expenditures outsoured to external R&D institutes (variable RD Ext): itis equal to external R&D divided by total R&D expenditures. This indiator aounts for13We tried another measure without intra-�rm �ows. Main results were similar.11



�rm deisions of R&D outsouring. It desribes the extent to whih R&D projets aredelegated to either the foreign parent ompany or to a private and publi R&D institute.It re�ets vertial linkages between the target �rm and loal suppliers. The presene ofvertial linkages is likely to promote the generation of spillovers from the foreign parentompany (WIR, 2005).
• Share of R&D expenditures outsoured to Frenh publi R&D institutes (variable RD Ext-Publi): it orresponds to external Frenh publi R&D divided by total R&D expenditures.
• Share of R&D expenditures outsoured to foreign R&D institutes (variable RD Ext-Foreign):it is equal to external foreign R&D divided by total R&D expenditures.Finally, note that our database has one main limitation. As most aounting studies in this�eld, we are not able to ollet information on foreign buyers at the �rm-level. Nevertheless,from the perspetive of a host ountry welfare, on whih we fous, analyzing the performane oftarget �rms only ould be su�ient.4 Eonometri MethodologyThe e�et of an aquisition on the outome (here the di�erent dimensions of the researh ativ-ity alternatively) of a target �rm is de�ned as the di�erene between the outome of the �rminvolved in this merger and the outome that this �rm would have reahed otherwise. The im-pat of this strategy is therefore measured by the variation in the outome whih is attributableto the aquisition event only. However, assessing this spei� hange requires to know whatthe outome would have been if the target �rm had not been partiipated to the aquisitionproess. The di�erene-in-di�erene (hereafter DID) approah is well adapted to deal with thisquestion (Meyer, 1994; Hekman et al. 1997). The idea that it develops is simple: omparingthe outome of a ompany before and after an aquisition is not satisfatory. Indeed, we ould12



wrongly attribute to a M&A a variation in the outome that is atually due to a hange inthe eonomi environment, as unobserved industry or maroeonomi shoks. To ontrol forthis skew, and by supposing that a modi�ation of the eonomi situation a�ets all �rms inan idential way, the DID method ompares the di�erene in the outome before and after theaquisition for a target �rm to that in the outome before and after this operation for a ontrolgroup omposed of non-target �rms. We present more formally this method in appendix A.Yet, it remains to explain the hoie of the omparison group. Intuitively, the DID methoddoes not ondut to valid estimations if the omparison group already di�ers greatly from target�rms over the pre-aquisition period. To remedy it, we ombine the DID estimation to themathing method (Blundell and Costa Dias, 2000). Propensity sores mathing tehniquesidentify a ontrol group without markedly di�erenes in harateristis ompared to target �rms.They ontrol for endogeneity and ex-ante observable �rm harateristis (Dehejia and Wahba,2002). Failure to aount for the seletion issue ould bias the estimated impat of M&A whenusing a simple OLS method.14 The propensity sore method allows us to ontrol for seletionbased on observed �rm harateristis. It onsists in evaluating the probability that a �rm beinvolved in an aquisition aording to a vetor of its �rm variables (Rosenbaum and Rubin,1983).15 The estimation of this probability value is as follows:
Pr(ACQ = 1) = F (Z) (1)where ACQ is a dummy variable taking the value 1 for target �rms and 0 otherwise. The vetor14It may lead to a orrelation between being involved in a merger and the error term in the outome equation. Itwill be the ase if aquisition deision is not a random proess, but is due to observable �rm harateristis whihare also in�uening the post-merger outome.15Indeed, mathing �rms diretly ould require omparing target and non-target �rms aross a too large numberof observable pre-aquisition harateristis. The propensity sore method redues the dimensionality issue byapturing all information from these harateristis on a single basis.13



Z represents a set of �rm harateristis. One propensity sores are alulated, observationsfrom target and non-target �rms are mathed. Eah target �rm is assoiated with a ontrol �rmendowed with a similar propensity sore.To onlude this setion, it is neessary to disuss the hoie of this method. There existindeed several ways of dealing with seletion bias and endogeneity. None of them is withoutdrawbaks. The advantages of our methodology are learly exposed by Arnold and SmarzynskaJavorik (2005). First, ontrary for instane to a Hekman two-step proedure, this methoddoes not require the seletion of instrumental variables in�uening the variable of outome butnot the aquisition deision. The seletion of suh variables is ruial, but unfortunately neverobvious. Seond, it allows us to follow the trajetory of R&D ativity rather than just estimatingthe average e�et. Third, it enables to trak hanges in various dimensions of R&D withouthaving to model them expliitly. There is nevertheless a limitation of this methodology. Itrelies on the assumption (alled onditional independene) that the deision of aquisition isompletely determined by observable �rm harateristis. In our study, to redue the bias dueto unobservable fators a�eting both strategy hoie and outome, target �rms are paired withnon-target �rms within the same industry and year. Moreover, the use of the DID estimationalso attenuates the bias due to unobservable fators. The ombined methodology of DID andmathing propensity allows us to ontrol for observable and unobservable but onstant di�erenesbetween target and non-target �rms.
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5 Eonometri Estimation5.1 The Propensity Sore MathingThe �rst stage of our eonometri strategy onsists in �nding a well-suited ontrol group. To thisaim, we evaluate the probit estimation of the equation 1 in setion 4 for target �rms involvedin a ross-border operation.16 Eah aquired �rm is then mathed with the losest non-aquired�rm within the same industry and year in term of its propensity sore. We use the aliper optionto selet the ontrol �rm. By doing it, we redue the possible bias aused by unobservable tem-poral and setoral determinants. Besides, we impose a ommon support (overlap ondition) byremoving treatment observations for whih the propensity sore is higher than the maximum orless than the minimum of the sore of ontrol �rms. Furthermore, to both avoid some problemsof endogeneity and take into aount antiipatory e�ets, all independent variables Z are laggedone year. We express variables taking non-zero values in logarithm.We selet di�erent determinants of aquisition. We �rst ontrol for non-tehnologial motiva-tions. Sine the propensity of a �rm to be taken over basially depends on its broad performane,we inlude �rm home market shares (variable MS ).17 Market shares are alulated at the four-digit level of industry. This indiator re�ets �rm performane at home. It gives indiation onrevealed ompetitive strengths from tehnologial or managerial �rm-spei� assets. It is also aproxy of �rm relative size. Then, we add the export intensity of �rms as measured by the ratioexports on total sales (variable Export). It aptures �rm performane abroad. At this point, tworemarks are neessary. We have preferred the variableMS to a diret measure of �rm size (as em-16We repliate the same proedure for domesti aquisitions. See in appendix B tables 10 and 11.17However, the relation between performane and M&A ould be not straightforward. For example, M&Aould at as a managerial disiplining devie to remove bad managers. By taking-over a low-performing �rm, aninvestor may expet to implement his more e�ient organizational and tehnologial praties, thereby generatinge�ieny gains. However, M&A are an ambivalent phenomenon. They ould also re�et personal interests ofmanagers. Furthermore, some investors might be inited to take over high-performing �rms to bene�t from theirtehnologial knowledge or superior management resoures.15



ployment level or turn-over) beause of a too high level of orrelation between �rm size variablesand some tehnologial indiators. Besides, to ontrol for the robustness of this �rst stage, wehave tested di�erent estimations where we have added or substituted for other non-tehnologialvariables, like labor produtivity or �nanial indiators suh as ash-�ows. Spei�ations lookeither less relevant (although results from the seond stage are most often similar) or are notsatisfying regarding the test of mathing that we desribe just later.Seond, we take into aount the di�erent dimensions of �rm researh ativity that ouldin�uene the likelihood of aquisition (see setion 3): the quantity of R&D spending (variableRD Exp) ; the quality of R&D (variable RD Skill, variable RD Basi); the intensity of linkagesbetween the �rm R&D laboratory and its eonomi environment (variable RD Fin and RD Ext).Sine all these di�erent aspets are likely to be a�eting by the aquisition proess and subjetto a post-merger �rm reorganization, they ould also play a role in the hoie of the target �rmand their probability of being aquired. Note that we do not selet the variable Patent in theregression beause of data limitation. Introduing it at this stage would oblige us to dramatiallyrestrit our sample. In addition, we have tried spei�ations inluding it but without notiing amajor variation in the sign and signi�ane of the variable Patent. Finally, we have heked thatthere is neither exessive statisti orrelation (see table 7 in appendix B), nor multi-ollinearityamong seleted variables.Based on pooled ross-setion data, table 8 in appendix B displays the e�ieny of themathing proedure.18 As observed, there is a dramati redution in bias for all variables whenpairing target �rms to their respetive ontrol �rms.19 One redued, the remaining bias is verylow. This method thus provides a valid group of �rms to whih we will ompare hanges in target18For eah independent variable, the di�erene between target and ontrol �rms is heked, employing T-teston the di�erenes within bands of the propensity sore.19The bias is alulated as the di�erene of the sample mean in sub-samples of the target and non-target �rmsdivided by the square root of the average of the sample varianes in groups of the target and non-target �rms.16



�rm performane. Finally, as seen in table 9 in appendix B, the probability of being a target�rm reats positively to the variable Market Share. Firms holding a high market share havea greater likelihood to be aquired. Besides, there appears an inverted U-shaped relationshipbetween the variable Export and the propensity of being taken-over. Conerning tehnologialdeterminants, the variables RD Exp, RD Skill and RD Ext display a positive and signi�antsign. Firms endowed with tehnologial assets both in quantity and quality are more likely tobe subjet to an aquisition. The aquisition probability ould also depend positively upon theextent to whih �rms outsoure their R&D ativity. It ould signal an already-etablished strongrelationship with other R&D enters whose the buyer ould take pro�t. The other tehnologialfators (variable RD Basi and RD Fin) are non-signi�ant.5.2 Impat of ross-border M&AIn the seond part of our estimation strategy, we ompute and then trak over time the averagedi�erene in outome between aquired �rms and their ounterfatual �rms relative to the yearfor whih �rms are paired. In the di�erent tables that we are going to expose, the variable
ACQT+x with x={0,1,2,3} refers to the e�et of take-overs x years after the aquisition.Table 1 displays estimations for ross-border aquisitions. The di�erent olumns exhibiteonometri results for eah of tehnologial variables that we analyze. As it ould be seen,there is �rst no evidene of a redution in R&D spending (olumn RD Exp). On the ontrary,there is a positive impat of aquisition on the level of R&D expenditures undertaken by thetarget �rm. Nevertheless, e�ets only start two years after the aquisition; the amplitude of theimpat seems to be inreasing over time. In addition, we observe that aquisitions improve theskill-intensity of R&D sta�, but again on the long run (olumn RD Skill). It suggests that �rmsafter their aquisition manage to keep their key researhers and even to attrat higher produtive17



R&D employees. Aquisitions ould be not done to the detriment of sta� motivations. Finally,variables ACQT+x for olumns RD Basi and Patent are non-signi�ant. Aquisitions do notin�uene the share of fundamental R&D; they do not drive to a more onservative and short-run�rm view. They do not a�et the number of patents that target �rms register either. The latter�nding should however be mitigated given the dramati derease in sample size.From this �rst set of variables, it ould be onluded that ontrary to usual fears, there issome evidene that foreign take-overs ould allow domesti target �rms to develop more theirR&D apaity and improve their R&D tehnology on the long run.20 These �rst �ndings alsoonverge to say that e�ieny gains ould be predominant over market power e�ets and thatthese international mergers might be motivated by tehnology souring and overseas R&D de-velopment. Parent ompanies do not appear to entralize their R&D ativity at home. In theperspetive of the buyer, aquisition might represent a quik and less risky strategy to aess anew tehnology, as expeted from the previous probit estimation.Now, we turn to tehnologial variables that proxy the extent and type of relationship betweenthe target �rm and its researh environment. For a host ountry, the performane of the target�rm but also its linkages with the loal eonomy matter. It is found that aquisitions inreasethe share of R&D that is �naned by external partners two years after the aquisition (olumnRD Fin). The impat is more substantial over year. Foreign partners seems to �nane morethe R&D ativity of the target �rm (olumn RD Fin-Foreign). In the opposite, the variable
ACQT+x for RD Fin-Publi is never signi�ant. Besides, there is a rise in the share of R&Dthat is outsoured three years after the aquisition. The variable ACQT+3 for the olumn RD20Very often along this paper, e�ets our only on the long run. The lak of short-run e�ets ould be explainedby several fators. It ould be interpreted as evidene of merging �rms failing to perform e�ieny gains in R&Dor an inrease in market power during the �rst post-merger years. In addition, even if there were some positivee�ets from M&A, gains ould be outweighed by the osts of integration of the new entity. In this ontext, whenrestruturing the R&D proess takes time, all planned gains ould be not e�etive and ahieved immediately afterthe ownership hange. 18



Ext is positive and signi�ant. When looking at the olumn RD Ext-Publi, it is seen that R&Dis ontrated out to loal publi laboratories and universities. In ontrast, ACQT+x for RDExt-Foreign is not signi�ant. As explained in setion 2, mergers present the unique oasion torede�ne �rm boundary and renegotiate ontrats: through the aquisition, the foreign investormight gain aess to the innovative apabilities and external expertise of the loal eonomy.21 Iflinkages with loal environment are viewed as e�ient, they ould be interesting not only inretaining it but also in developing it further (UNCTAD, 2005).22To onlude, this seond group of tehnologial variables tends to question the assumptionthat foreign aquisitions are harmful for the national innovation system of the host ountry.It is shown that target �rms ould use loal soures and ooperate more with loal partners,espeially loal publi institute. The presene of stronger vertial linkages may thereby reatefavorable onditions to the generation of R&D spillovers from the foreign parent ompany andits newly a�liate to the bene�t of the host ountry (UNCTAD, 2005). Besides, �ndings on�rmthat foreigner investors ould go abroad to aess advaned tehnologies and researh apabilitiesof the host ountry.We now proeed to further assessment.23 It is �rst possible that the impat of ross-bordermergers varies with the level of tehnology intensity. The extent of market power and e�ienygains ould be not uniform aross setors. To this aim, we split our sample aording to whether21Geographi proximity may explain the preferene for loal supplier. It dereases the ost of unertainty andmonitoring due to inomplete ontrats.22This result ould however be also interpreted as a lower priority of the target �rm to internal R&D projet.This assumption is not very likely sine we observe a rise in the average wage of R&D sta� and that internalR&D is inreasing following the merger. This last result is available upon request. Our results ould thereforemean that target �rms strengthen their tehnology ore ompetenies while divesting operations lying outsidetheir ore business. Note that from the �rm perspetive, the solution of outsouring might entail some additionalosts due to supplier seletion, negotiation and ontrol. Moreover, it inreases the risk of dependene and loss ofknow-how.23We do not deomposed our sample into horizontal and non-horizontal aquisition sine the great majority ofthese operations are horizontal.
19



�rms belongs to low and middle or high-tehnology intensive setors.24 In table 12 in appendixB, we observe no signi�ant hange or any di�erene between these two groups of industries,with the notable exeption of the variable Patent. Interestingly, this variable has a positiveand signi�ant e�et in high-tehnology intensive setors. Positive e�ets due to an inrease inR&D inputs or an improvement of the R&D prodution funtion ould be likely. As alreadynotied, this result should however be attenuated regarding the redution of our sample. Notealso that in low and middle tehnology intensive setors the variable RD Ext takes a negativeand signi�ant sign. Aquisitions tend to lower the share of R&D that is outsoured the year ofaquisition and the following year. Nevertheless, this does not persist on the long run, sine thisvariable beomes non-signi�ant two years after the ownership hange.25Furthermore, we test the robustness of our �ndings by deomposing our sample aording tothe ountry origin of the buyer. We divide ross-border mergers depending on whether the buyerountry is a member or not of the European Union. Eonomi as well as ultural and institutionalproximity of Frenh ompanies should be higher with other European �rms. Nevertheless, wedo not remark from table 13 in appendix B any real qualitative di�erene ompared to pooledregression. It ould just be pointed out that the variable RD Fin beomes non-signi�ant fornon-European mergers.26Finally, we run regression for domesti aquisitions. Over this period, our database inludes157 domesti M&A after the seletion proess. Around 75% are horizontal. As seen in table 2,temporary negative e�ets are observed for R&D spending following the aquisition: ine�ieniesgenerated by the aquisition or an inrease in market power might lead to lower R&D spending.However, on the long run, aquisitions do not a�et R&D e�orts (olumn RD Exp). Besides,there is a derease three years after the aquisition in the skill-intensity of R&D sta� (olumn24We follow riteria held by the OECD for manufaturing industries (OECD, 2001; Hatzihronoglou, 1997).25Variables RD Ext-Foreign and RD Ext- Publi are also non-signi�ant in the long run. Results are availableupon request.26Variables RD Fin-Foreign and RD Fin-Publi are non-signi�ant too. Results are available upon request.20



RD Skill). It is also the ase for the share of R&D that is devoted to basi R&D (olumnRD Basi). There is a permanent negative e�et one year after the aquisition; R&D horizonbeomes shorter. Eventually, the variable ACQT+x is never signi�ant for the olumn Patent.Conerning the external dimension of R&D, there is no permanent e�ets on the share of R&D�naned by foreign partners. There is only a signi�ant and positive but transitory impat forRD Fin-Publi. In addition, ontrary to international aquisitions, domesti mergers lower theshare of R&D whih is outsoured, in partiular the R&D ativity whih is delegated to Frenhpubli institutes (see olumns RD Ext and RD Ext-Publi). Target �rms beome less integratedwith publi institutes after aquisition. It ould on�rm the lower interest in fundamental R&Dsine publi institutes are probably more oriented towards basi R&D ativity. These �ndingstend to suggest either that national aquisitions are more driven by defensive motivations andthe seek of market power or that the aquisition is followed by a redeployment of resoures fromthe target to the parent ompany. This last point is beyond the sope of this paper but willdeserve further investigation.
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Table 1: E�et of ross-border aquisitionsln RD Skill ln RD Exp RD Fin RD Fin-Publi RD Fin-Foreign RD Basi RD Ext RD Ext-Publi RD Ext-Foreign Patent
ACQT+0 0.057 0.060 0.052 0.010 0.027** 0.003 0.026 0.003 0.001 0.667(0.042) (0.069) (0.072) (0.017) (0.012) (0.014) (0.025) (0.003) (0.010) (0.866)
ACQT+1 -0.018 0.044 0.204 0.014 0.071 0.007 0.014 -0.002 -0.003 0.540(0.042) (0.066) (0.130) (0.014) (0.042) (0.007) (0.021) (0.015) (0.011) (0.566)
ACQT+2 0.117 0.310* 0.236* 0.023 0.102** 0.022 0.036 0.018 0.008 0.940(0.094) (0.170) (0.115) (0.023) (0.048) (0.015) (0.027) (0.022) (0.016) (0.597)
ACQT+3 0.269* 0.536** 0.311* 0.002 0.188** 0.009 0.089** 0.070** 0.006 -1.160(0.150) (0.251) (0.145) (0.031) (0.077) (0.021) (0.041) (0.033) (0.027) (0.948)Constant -0.484** 0.261 -0.380** 0.055 -0.186** 0.086* 0.065 -0.101 0.029 0.910(0.202) (0.534) (0.137) (0.066) (0.077) (0.046) (0.039) (0.165) (0.028) (1.170)Observations 984 984 984 984 984 984 984 984 984 488Setor and year �xed e�ets are inluded.Robust standard errors are in parentheses.* signi�ant at 10%; ** signi�ant at 5%;*** signi�ant at 1%
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Table 2: E�et of domesti aquisitionsln RD Skill ln RD Exp RD Fin RD Fin-Publi RD Fin-Foreign RD Basi RD Ext RD Ext-Publi RD Ext-Foreign Patent
ACQT+0 -0.059 -0.013 -0.017 0.067* -0.006 0.006 -0.007 0.013 -0.008 1.775(0.047) (0.074) (0.048) (0.031) (0.005) (0.008) (0.019) (0.009) (0.008) (1.991)
ACQT+1 -0.054 -0.142* -0.137 0.024* -0.014 -0.032* -0.002 -0.002 -0.003 1.083(0.045) (0.083) (0.090) (0.013) (0.008) (0.016) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (1.058)
ACQT+2 -0.083 -0.111 -0.241 0.024 -0.020 -0.039*** -0.002 -0.003 -0.002 2.083(0.057) (0.157) (0.212) (0.023) (0.014) (0.007) (0.002) (0.004) (0.004) (2.119)
ACQT+3 -0.141** -0.149 -0.281 0.009 0.001 -0.047** -0.009* -0.009* -0.002 1.774(0.060) (0.190) (0.330) (0.041) (0.018) (0.022) (0.005) (0.004) (0.006) (1.914)Constant 0.054 -0.369* 0.190 0.010 -0.029 -0.025* 0.009 -0.002 -0.010 0.083(0.048) (0.221) (0.384) (0.006) (0.019) (0.014) (0.010) (0.012) (0.013) (0.439)Observations 1256 1256 1256 1256 1256 1256 1256 1256 1256 640Setor and year �xed e�ets are inluded.Robust standard errors are in parentheses.* signi�ant at 10%; ** signi�ant at 5%;*** signi�ant at 1%
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6 ConlusionThis paper examines the ausal e�et of international aquisitions on the di�erent dimensionsof R&D ativity of target �rms over the period 1994-2004. Using aounting data on Frenhmanufaturing �rms, we implement appropriate di�erene-in-di�erene estimation tehniquesassoiated to a mathing propensity sore proedure.We ome to the main following onlusions: �rst, foreign aquisitions are followed by aninrease in both the quantity and quality of R&D inputs as measured by total R&D spendingand the skilled-intensity of R&D sta�. We also display some potential e�ets on the innovationoutput in high-tehnology intensive industries. Seond, we observe a rise in the share of R&Dthat is �naned by foreign partners. Furthermore, R&D is more ontrated out to loal publilaboratories and universities after aquisition. Findings therefore suggest that e�ieny gainsould be predominant over market power e�ets and that international mergers might be moti-vated by tehnology souring and overseas R&D development. They also question the assertionaording to whih foreign aquisitions should be detrimental to loal target �rms or to thenational innovative system of the host ountry. In ontrast, domesti aquisitions appear to beled by defensive motivations and the seek of market power or followed by a redeployment ofR&D resoures from the target �rm to the parent ompany.As a �nal omment, we disuss one limitation of our analysis. Our data do not allow us toinvestigate the impat of M&A aross di�erent ountries and national innovation systems or totake into aount the R&D behavior of foreign owners abroad. This problem is unfortunatelynot spei� to our study, although the rihness of our data in terms of internal and external R&Dindiators makes any kind of repliation harder. This is a lear hallenge for researhers sineto our knowledge, it has been so far pratially impossible to get exhaustive and harmonizeddata for a large sample of �rms from di�erent ountries. It is left for a future and probably very24
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A Di�erene-in-di�erene EstimationFormally, let Y 1
it be the outome variable in period t of a target �rm i. We denote Y 0

it the outomeof this �rm i if it does not partiipate to this aquisition. The e�et of the aquisition is thenmeasured by Y 1
it − Y 0

it and the average impat of aquisition is desribed by E(Y 0
it/ACQ = 1).The variable ACQ is equal to 1 for target �rms and 0 otherwise. Unfortunately, missing datado not allow us to evaluate it diretly: we annot observe the �rm i both as a partiipant andas a non-partiipant to a merger. In other words, we annot know the outome of a target �rmif it was not involved in an aquisition, and onversely. To solve this di�ulty, we ompare theevolution of target and non-target �rms assuming that they would have been idential in theabsene of mergers:

E(Y 0
it/ACQ = 1, t = 1)−E(Y 0

it/ACQ = 1, t = 0) = E(Y 0
it/ACQ = 0, t = 1)−E(Y 0

it/ACQ = 0, t = 0)(2)The terms t = 0 and t = 1 designate the period before and after the aquisition respetively.Thereby, the missing ounterfatual value ould be replaed by the state of the target �rm beforethe aquisition, adjusted for the growth in aggregate outome:
E(Y 0

it/ACQ = 1, t = 1) = E(Y 0
it/ACQ = 1, t = 0) + mt (3)where mt = E(Y 0

it/ACQ = 0, t = 1) − E(Y 0
it/ACQ = 0, t = 0). This expression indiates theDID estimator. It assesses the impat of aquisitions on target �rms.27 This DID estimator isalso frequently expressed as follows:

αDID = (Y 1
i,t=1 − Y 0

i,t=1) − (Y 1
i,t=0 − Y 0

i,t=0) (4)27The DID estimation enables to ontrol for unobservable ommon maro e�ets as well as individual-spei�e�ets whih are onstant over time. 30



B Further TablesTable 3: Number of target �rms by setor (1995-2001)Setors Target �rmsPharmaeutial, perfumes and leansing/polishing 28Household durable 2Automobiles 2Shipbuilding, aerospae and railway produts 8Mehanial apital goods 27Eletrial and eletroni equipment 10Chemials, rubber, plastis 25Metal produts and metal proessing 17Eletrial and eletroni omponents 4Total 123
Table 4: Number of aquisitions by year (1995-2001)Year Aquisition1995 131996 141997 151998 201999 302000 172001 14Total 123
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Table 5: Number of target �rms by aquiror nation (1995-2001)Aquiror Nation Target �rmsBelgium 8Canada 3Germany 22Italy 4Japan 8Netherlands 11Norway 2Spain 4Sweden 10Switzerland 3United Kingdom 16United States 32Total 123Table 6: Statistis on Frenh �rms (EAE and Innovation enquiry)Mean SDMS 0.0587 0.1288Export 0.3530 0.2616RD Basi 0.0228 0.0903RD Exp 60066 369544RD Skill 335.90 151.33Patent 4.1935 53.018RD Ext 0.0970 0.1642RD Ext-Publi 0.0066 0.0379RD Ext-Foreign 0.0149 0.0696RD Fin 0.0741 0.1849RD Fin-Publi 0.0340 0.1091RD Fin-Foreign 0.0233 0.1099Table 7: Statisti CorrelationsMS Export RD Basi RD Exp RD Skill RD Ext RD FinMS 1.0000Export 0.0949 1.0000RD Basi 0.0194 0.0379 1.0000RD Exp 0.2673 0.0601 0.0283 1.0000RD Skill 0.1405 0.1111 -0.0047 0.0991 1.0000RD Ext 0.1074 0.0065 0.0026 0.1150 0.1020 1.0000RD Fin 0.0025 0.0209 0.0003 0.1214 0.0319 0.0825 1.000032



Table 8: For ross-border aquisitions: omparison between target �rms and the ontrol groupVariable Sample Mean Bias Redution in biasTreated Controlsln MS Unmathed -4.1157 -4.6390 33.2Mathed -4.1129 -4.2140 6.4 80.7Export Unmathed 0.3826 0.3212 24.0Mathed 0.3812 0.4057 -9.6 60.2Export2 Unmathed 0.2157 0.1635 23.1Mathed 0.2143 0.2332 -8.3 63.9ln RD Exp Unmathed 9.2489 8.7981 29.4Mathed 9.2451 9.2084 2.4 91.9ln RD Skill Unmathed 5.8246 5.7092 32.5Mathed 5.8222 5.8690 -13.2 59.4RD Basi Unmathed 0.0138 0.0165 -3.4Mathed 0.0149 0.0158 -1.1 66.5RD Fin Unmathed 0.0812 0.0709 6.4Mathed 0.0761 0.0828 -4.2 34.4RD Ext Unmathed 0.1009 0.0812 14.3Mathed 0.1026 0.0918 7.8 45.4Table 9: For ross-border aquisitions: propensity sore stepdeterminants Target Firmsln MS 0.145***(0.050)Export 2.312**(0.919)Export2 -2.353**(1.088)ln RD Exp 0.0897**(0.046)ln RD Skill 0.5307**(0.213)RD Basi -0.251(0.912)RD Fin 0.121(0.601)RD Ext 1.053**(0.428)Constant 0.439(0.331)Observations 1846Standard errors are in parentheses.* signi�ant at 10%; ** signi�ant at 5%;*** signi�ant at 1%33



Table 10: For domesti aquisitions: omparison between target �rms and the ontrol groupVariable Sample Mean Bias Redution in biasTreated Controlsln MS Unmathed -3.878488 -4.60629 46.0Mathed -4.019188 -4.002918 -1.0 97.8Export Unmathed 0.3741641 0.3107488 25.6Mathed 0.3657225 0.3360118 12.0 53.1Export2 Unmathed 0.2016415 0.1570019 21.0Mathed 0.1964961 0.1644253 15.1 28.2ln RD Exp Unmathed 9.183131 8.841325 20.7Mathed 9.12525 9.100845 1.5 92.9ln RD Skill Unmathed 5.751366 5.713868 10.8Mathed 5.749632 5.765307 -4.5 58.2RD Basi Unmathed 0.0261487 0.0171307 9.8Mathed 0.0295367 0.0217234 8.5 13.4RD Fin Unmathed 0.0772898 0.075273 1.3Mathed 0.0775912 0.0781336 -0.3 73.1RD Ext Unmathed 0.0911849 0.0869546 3.0Mathed 0.0896656 0.0908448 -0.8 72.1Table 11: For domesti aquisitions: propensity sore stepdeterminants Target Firmsln MS 0.164***(0.040)Export 1.895**(0.845)Export2 -1.657*(1.006)ln RD Exp 0.081**(0.037)ln RD Skill 0.185(0.175)RD Basi 0.535(0.631)RD Fin -0.546(0.655)RD Ext 1.044**(0.433)Constant 0.249(0.217)Observations 2068Standard errors are in parentheses.* signi�ant at 10%; ** signi�ant at 5%;*** signi�ant at 1%34



Table 12: E�et of ross-border aquisitions in low-medium vs. high-intensive tehnology industriesTargets - Low-Medium IT industries Targets - High IT industriesln RD Skill ln RD Exp RD Fin RD Basi RD Ext Patent ln RD Skill ln RD Exp RD Fin RD Basi RD Ext Patent
ACQT+0 0.054 0.055 0.039 0.005 -0.025* -0.500 0.041 -0.032 0.060 0.019 0.007 2.185(0.040) (0.059) (0.062) (0.006) (0.015) (0.563) (0.053) (0.144) (0.056) (0.011) (0.020) (1.738)
ACQT+1 -0.067 0.028 0.323 0.007 -0.026* -1.200 0.028 -0.069 0.100 0.001 0.001 2.520(0.046) (0.068) (0.179) (0.007) (0.015) (2.656) (0.087) (0.067) (0.079) (0.001) (0.019) (1.730)
ACQT+2 0.219*** 0.240*** 0.318** 0.023 -0.005 -5.200 0.157 0.082 0.308** 0.010 0.004 3.690*(0.072) (0.07) (0.115) (0.016) (0.022) (4.155) (0.105) (0.110) (0.122) (0.016) (0.030) (1.537)
ACQT+3 0.151* 0.491* 0.389** 0.009 0.039 3.800 0.235* 0.291** 0.588*** -0.012 0.061* 4.908*(0.083) (0.246) (0.138) (0.021) (0.030) (2.678) (0.123) (0.139) (0.123) (0.022) (0.035) (2.469)Constant 0.048 0.852 -0.516** 0.086* -0.007 -2.200 0.281 -0.079 0.165 -0.036 -0.009 -1.113***(0.052) (0.703) (0.146) (0.046) (0.011) (1.737) (0.188) (0.075) (0.061) (0.047) (0.024) (0.125)Observations 560 560 560 560 560 278 424 424 424 424 424 210Setor and year �xed e�ets are inluded.Robust standard errors are in parentheses.* signi�ant at 10%; ** signi�ant at 5%;*** signi�ant at 1%
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Table 13: E�et of ross-border aquisitions for European vs. non-European buyersTargets - non-European Buyers Targets - European Buyersln RD Skill ln RD Exp RD Fin RD Basi RD Ext Patent ln RD Skill ln RD Exp RD Fin RD Basi RD Ext Patent
ACQT+0 0.031 0.056 0.072 -0.008 0.037 3.160 0.037 0.496* 0.049 0.029 0.003 4.801(0.050) (0.147) (0.058) (0.010) (0.027) (3.950) (0.053) (0.265) (0.084) (0.026) (0.003) (4.907)
ACQT+1 0.027 0.164 0.027 -0.001 -0.027 4.814 0.029 0.771* 0.285 0.001 -0.002 -6.056(0.040) (0.191) (0.037) (0.002) (0.030) (4.811) (0.042) (0.383) (0.160) (0.001) (0.014) (5.716)
ACQT+2 0.083 0.046 0.039 -0.005 0.048* 3.360 0.096 1.662* 0.334** 0.005 0.028 2.250(0.095) (0.165) (0.021) (0.005) (0.027) (3.980) (0.088) (0.876) (0.100) (0.014) (0.023) (1.452)
ACQT+3 0.124* 0.694* 0.029 -0.030 0.039*** -5.542 0.126* 1.284*** 0.420*** -0.014 0.078** 2.091(0.069) (0.357) (0.034) (0.020) (0.014) (3.306) (0.066) (0.351) (0.114) (0.022) (0.030) (2.094)Constant 0.053 -0.548 -0.052* -0.006 0.017* 3.958 -0.804*** 0.100 -0.480*** -0.030 0.009 4.010(0.193) (0.372) (0.004) (0.007) (0.009) (4.089) (0.225) (0.709) (0.119) (0.038) (0.014) (2.536)Observations 384 384 384 384 384 191 600 600 600 600 600 297Setor and year �xed e�ets are inluded.Robust standard errors are in parentheses.* signi�ant at 10%; ** signi�ant at 5%;*** signi�ant at 1%
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